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PART – A 

 (Answer any three questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks) 

 

I. (1). What is mastabas and its use?       

(2). What are the types of public buildings used in Rome?     

(3). Explain architrave.    

(4). What is wheel window? 

(5). What are the 2 major works of Le-Corbusier?                  (3 x 2 = 6) 

 

 

PART – B 

(Answer any four of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks) 

 

II. (1). Explain Architectural features of Greek Theatres.     

(2). Explain features of Christian architecture with sketches.     

(3). Explain the features of roman forum.      

(4). Define architectural characteristics of gothic architecture with sketches.          

(5). Explain the materials and construction techniques adopted in Gothic style.  

(6). Explain features of Renaissance Architecture.                

(7). Explain design Principles of Charles Correa.         (4 x 6= 24) 

 

PART – C 

(Answer any of the three units from the following.  Each question carries 15 marks) 

 

UNIT –I 

 

III. (1). Explain general characters to tomb architecture with sketches.             (5) 

(2). Illustrate with sketches any 10 architectural features of  Great pyramid of Cheops at Giza. (10) 
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IV. (1). Distinguish between Greek Ionic orders and Corinthian orders.   (5) 

(2). Explain Greek agora with sketches.    (10) 

 

UNIT-II 

 

V. (1). Explain general characters of Roman Architecture with example.     (5) 

     (2).Illustrate with sketches any architectural features of Pantheon, Rome.     (10) 

 

OR 

 

VI. (a). Explain the features of colosseum-Rome.     (5) 

      (b). Illustrate with sketches any architectural features. Define St.Peter’s Basalica.    (10) 

  

UNIT-III 

 

VII. (a). Explain West minister Abbey church.       (5) 

       (b). Illustrate with sketches any 9 architectural features of Notre dame, Paris.      (10) 
 

OR 

 

VIII. (a). Explain the techniques used in Renaissance Architecture.      (5) 

        (b). Illustrate with sketches any 9 architectural features of St.Peaters basilica.   (10) 

 

UNIT-IV 

 

IX. (a). Explain design principles and works of Ar.Laurie Baker.       (5) 

      (b). Explain 10 architectural features of Sangath design by B.V.Dhoshi.    (10) 

 

OR 

 

X.  (a). Explain design principles of Ar.Santiago Calatrava.          (5) 

     (b). Explain any 10 architectural features of – Lakeshore drive apartment of  

            Mies Vander Rohe.      (10) 


